
  Azalea® Base

The perfect wheelchair base for custom made seat units
Rea Azalea Base is designed for people seeking a custom-made seat combined with a first-class 
wheelchair base. The Rea Azalea Base is wider in the rear section of the seat, offering the possibility 
to use larger seating systems on smaller frames. As there are many balance options, the pushing is 
easier thanks to more weight positioned over the rear wheels. Another key feature of the Base is the 
‘Tilt in Space’ function - a weight shifting mechanism that ensures reliable stability for the client. All the 
advantages of our standard Rea Azalea models are included. What’s more, the Azalea Base can be used 
together with all the parts and accessories that come with other Rea Azalea models (excluding trunk 
supports). Available in two frame colours, Pearl Grey and Azurite Blue.



Fixing attachments
The seat offers a variety 
of attachment holes, plus 
greater ‘open space’ at the 
back.

Harness attachment
An attachment for different 
kinds of harnesses is also 
available as an option. 

Seat plate with turnable 
wedge
An additional +5º seat angle 
can be obtained, using the 
optional seat plate with a 
wedge. 

Technical data
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20 kg
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–3° to +30°

Transport weight: 
15 kg

Crash-tested 2

ISO 7176-19

The Rea Azalea Base complies with 
ISO 7176-19 specifications. Note that 
special conditions apply regarding 
accessories. For detailed information 
regarding vehicular transportation 
and for more pre-sale information 
for this wheelchair, please consult 
the following pages on our website: 
www.invacare-rea.com under Rea 
wheelchairs/Technical downloads.

1/  Rea Azalea Minor has smaller 
dimensions. 

2/  Crash tested in specific 
configurations

For other Rea Azalea accessories, please consult the Rea Azalea brochure

Rea, Rea design and DSS (Dual Stability System) design are registered trademarks of 
Invacare International.

The Rea Azalea Base is designed with DSS (Dual Stability system). It provides the user 
with enhanced stability and safety when being tilted or the backrest is reclined.

  Azalea® Base

Features and Options

Seat adaptation

Rea Azalea Base is specifically 
designed to accommodate custom-
made seats with extra space in the 
rear of the seat frame and seat 
adjustability. The backrest is angle-
adjustable with an increased recline. 
The backrest can be angled via 
a ‘rigging screw’ or an attendant 
operated gas piston. Backrest 
tubes are rounded, making the seat 
brackets easier to attach.

The seat width can be adjusted from 
the arm and leg rests, and the depth 
changed via the telescopic seat 
frame. These features ensure that 
the Rea Azalea Base easily adapts to 
different-shaped seat moulds.

Frame colour

Pearl Grey Azurite Blue
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